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ABSTRACT

Event tree - fault tree approach to model failures of nuclear plants as well as of other
complex facilities is noticeably dominant now. This approach implies modeling an object in
form of unidirectional logical graph – tree, i.e. graph without circular logic. However, genuine
nuclear plants intrinsically demonstrate quite a few logical loops (circular logic), especially
where electrical systems are involved. This paper shows the incorrectness of existing practice
of circular logic breaking by elimination of part of logical dependencies and puts forward a
formal algorithm, which enables the analyst to correctly model the failure of complex object,
which involves logical dependencies between system and components, in form of fault tree.

1 INTRODUCTION

While developing a logic-mathematic model of a nuclear plant, analyst quite often faces
the situation when system A supports system B (A→B) and, at the same time, system B
supports system A (B→A), i.e. there is circular logical dependency (A→B→A). Such a
circular logic may involve more than two systems (e.g., A→B→C→D→A), and several
circular logical dependencies may have common parts, e.g. as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 Example of circular logical dependencies with common parts
Quantification of mathematical models, which employ fault tree approach (that is most

dominant approach used world-wide for both probabilistic and deterministic safety analyses),
is impossible without elimination of all circular logical dependencies by one or another
method.
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While developing fault tree, analyst fairly often break «Gordian knot» by simple
exclusion of one of the dependencies in circular logic. The fairness of this approach can
hardly be acknowledged in all cases. Let us consider, for instance, circular logical dependency
between three systems (Figure 2-I.).
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Figure 2 Circular logic involving three systems
What does the existence of this circular logic mean? It means that failure of any of

systems A, B, or C will cause the failure of all the systems. Let us assume that analyst decided
to break this circular logic by simply deleting one of the dependencies (e.g., C→A – see
Figure 2-II). What does it change in the model? Now, failure of system A, as before, causes
failure of all three systems. However, failure of system B will cause failure of systems B and
C only, but not failure of system A. In new logical structure, failure of system C will not
cause failure of systems A and B. In other words, circular logic being broken in this way,
model of system C is correct as before (it involves existing dependencies on systems A and
B). But, models of systems A and B become incomplete – they do not reflect all possible
causes of failure of these systems. When is this acceptable? Obviously, when models of
systems A and B are of no interest beyond the context of supporting system C. In other words,
this way of breaking the circular logic is acceptable, if systems A and B do not support any
other system but system C. In all other cases, elimination of dependency C→A from logical
model is incorrect, see Figure 3.
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Figure 3 Correct and incorrect elimination of dependency C→A
Therefore, simple exclusion of one of the dependencies from circular logic, generally

speaking, should be considered as incorrect. How analyst can break circular logic correctly?

2 ALGORITHM OF CIRCULAR LOGIC BREAKING

Formal algorithm of circular logic breaking was introduced by the author of this paper
during performance of Level 1 PSA of Kola NPP Unit 4 (WWER-440/V-213). Conception of
specific and nonspecific models of system involved in circular logic is essential part of this
algorithm.
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Nonspecific system model – system model to perform required safety function, which
considers all dependencies on other systems (with appropriate references).

Specific system model - system model to perform required safety function with some
dependencies on other systems being deleted. This may be done directly (i.e., system
dependencies on other systems are deleted directly), or indirectly (when dependency on other
system is not deleted, but replaced by dependency on specific model of this other system, i.e.,
by dependency on system model with some references to supporting systems being deleted).

Transformation of circular logical dependencies between nonspecific system models to
open structure of specific and nonspecific models may be done correctly, i.e. without loss of
logical dependencies.

Let us consider formal algorithm and its application for breaking the circular logic
which involve the following three systems: Diesel Generating Station, 6kV Essential Power
Supply System which receives power from DGS, and Service Water System powered by the
6kV Essential Power Supply System and which cools diesel-generators of Diesel Generating
Station (Figure 4-I).
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Figure 4 Circular logic of dependencies between three systems
The formal algorithm of circular logic breaking is as follows:
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1. In sequence of failures, define boundaries of parts of logical structure, which are
considered separately in analyses of different systems (Figure 4-II shows how it should be
done for circular logic depicted on Figure 4-I).

2. Develop new specific model of system, whose fault tree (FT) refers first to a system
already involved in circular logic. Specific model of the system should be identical to
nonspecific model except for the repeated reference earlier noted in this paragraph, which
should be deleted from specific model. In addition, names of all logical operators should
be altered to differ from those of nonspecific model.

3. Generally speaking, additional specific models should be developed for all systems
(except for the top one), which are above the system being manipulated in item 2. At that,
specific model of a system differs from nonspecific one in renewed reference to system in
one level below (reference should be made to specific model of level below system rather
than to nonspecific one), and, in addition, names of all logical operators should be altered
to differ from those in nonspecific system model.

4. There might be situation when nonspecific model of certain system involved in developed
structure is not referenced in other systems apart from the circular logic being broken. In
this case, nonspecific model of the system should be deleted.

5. It should be noted that analyst can break circular logic in different points of logical
structure. Breaking point is defined by the top event in developed structure. Analyst
should consider all possible presentations of circular logic and choose the one with
minimum number of system models (specific and nonspecific) taking into account item 4
of the algorithm. Set of specific and nonspecific system models generated through this
algorithm for circular logic presented on Figure 4 is shown on Figure 5 (specific models
are indicated with symbol *, nonspecific models are not marked).

6. After all specific models are prepared in accordance with the steps described above, all
outside systems (not involved in circular logic) should retain references to nonspecific
models of the systems involved in circular logic (Figure 6 shows how logical structure
depicted initially on Figure 4 looks before and after break of circular logic, it also shows
references from outside systems).

This transformation of circular logic to linear one by adding new (specific) system
models is absolutely correct. In other words, after this transformation, model of any system
involved in circular logic remains the same. Actually, according to new linear logic, failure of
system A causes failures of system B and C. Failure of system C causes failure not only
system B (it is obvious), but system A also (failure of system A is caused by failure of
specific model of system C* – i.e. model, which differs from nonspecific model of system C
only by eliminated dependency on system A). Similar reasoning may show that failure of
system B causes failure of both system C and A. Therefore, failure of any of three systems in
linear logic is enough for failure of all three systems as it was before this circular logic being
broken. It also may be demonstrated that new logic structure correctly reflects dependency of
any outside system (Systems D, E, and F on Figure 6) on systems involved in circular logic.

Introduction of new specific system models in plant model is payment for correctness of
circular logic breaking. If circular logic involves n systems, breaking through the proposed
algorithm will add, generally speaking, n-1 new specific models. Specific model is not
necessary only for system, which is in top of structure, similar to that of as shown on Figure
4-II. Taking into account that some systems involved in circular logic may not have outer
references (and accordingly their nonspecific models remain unclaimed after circular logic
breaking, and therefore may be deleted), these systems are not advised to be placed on top. In
this case, after circular logic breaking, total number of additional system models becomes as
less as 2n-1. In case presented on Figure 4-I, such a system is Diesel Generating Station.
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Accordingly, its model B may be deleted after circular logic breaking (but model B*
remains!).
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Figure 5 Set of system models generated through the algorithm of circular logic breaking
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Figure 6 Logical structure depicted initially on Figure 4-I before and after break of
circular logic (outside dependencies are shown with dotted lines)

Let us see how this algorithm works for more complex example of circular logic (Figure 7).

220 V Category 1 Essential Power Supply System supplies power to both itself and
0.4kV Category 2 Essential Power Supply System. Power to these circuits is necessary to
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prevent short circuit propagation (if it occurs) from these systems to category 2 essential bus
6kV. This bus powers both the above indicated 0.4 kV system and 220V system. Circle is
closed. In addition, 0.4kV system powers control circuit of rectifier of 220V system, thus
making second closed loop directly related with the first one.
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Figure 7 Example of complex circular logic
Correct presentation of this circular logic structure should take into account that

function of non-propagation of short circuit by system X to its system – supplier and function
of system X to supply power to its consumers require to develop separate models of system
failure, although they are relevant to one system. Therefore, circular logic encloses the
following (see Figure 8) models:

A. Model of 6kV category 2 system failure to supply power to its consumers;

B. Model of 0.4kV category 2 system failure to supply power to its consumers;

C. Model of 220V category 1 system failure to supply power to its consumers
(control circuits);

D. Model of 0.4kV category 2 system failure to prevent short circuit
propagation;

E. Model of 220V category 1 system failure to prevent short circuit propagation.

While breaking this circular logic, one should take into account that functions of non-
propagation of short circuits from 0.4kV and 220V essential power supply systems (models D
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and E) are claimed by system EPS -6kV only. Therefore, in accordance with item 5 of the
algorithm, minimum number of new fault trees may be attained by placing EPS-6kV  (model
A) on top of the circular logic structure. In this case, the following additional specific models
should be prepared: 0.4kV and 220V systems to supply power to consumers (B* and C*), as
well as specific models of non-propagation of short circuits by these systems to 6kV system
(D* and E*). Nonspecific models of D and E should be deleted after breaking the circular
logic. It should be noted that, although logical structure of system models after breaking the
circular logic (on the right of Figure 8) has branching, nevertheless, it is not circular logic
already and it may be quantified.
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Figure 8 Logical structure of circular dependencies depicted on Figure 7.
3 OTHER OPTIONS FOR CIRCULAR LOGIC BREAKING

The above algorithm of circular logic breaking is universal and may be employed for
any circular logic. However, this algorithm eventually induces the tremendous expansion of
plant model especially when circular logic involves many systems or when several circular
logic structures complexly intersect. In these cases, the following other options of circular
logic breaking should be examined:

1. Consider time dependencies between different modeled functions in order to attribute
different dependencies involved in circular logic to different time windows;

2. Evaluate the advisability of placing some modeled functions in event tree (i.e. check the
reasonability of considering them as frontline functions).

First option may be illustrated by the following example extracted from Kola Unit 4
Level 1 PSA (Figure 9). In accident sequences with ECCS or “loss-of-power supply” signals,
6kV System of Category 2 Essential Power Supply should be automatically reconfigured to
power supply from Diesel Generating System. This reconfiguration requires that diesel-
generator control circuits receive pilot signal from load sequencing system (LSS), whose
circuits are powered from Category 1 Essential 220V DC Power Supply System, which, in its
turn, is powered from 6kV Essential Power Supply System. Category 2 system of 0.4kV, and
besides supplies power to control circuit of rectifier of 220V system, thereby closing the
second loop of circular logic, which is closely related with the first one.

While breaking this circular logic, it was taken into account that 220V DC System
remains available from batteries within approximately 1 hour from loss of power supply from
6 kV essential power supply system (or after loss of power to its rectifier control circuits from
0.4kV system). Analysis of accident sequences revealed that all demands for reconfiguration
of 6kV system to operate from Diesel Generating Station (i.e., in accident sequences with
ECCS or “loss-of-power supply” signals) occur within 40 minutes from initiating event. It
was also assumed that all essential power supply systems are available at the moment of
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initiating event. Based on these assumptions, it was concluded that 220V essential system
supplies power to LSS circuits independently from 6kV and 0.4kV systems. Circular logic has
been broken by splitting 220V system model into the following two models – 1st model is
attributed to system operation during 1 hour from initiating event (C1h on Figure 10), 2nd –
during 24 hours (C24h on Figure 10). First model ignores dependencies on 0.4kV and 6kV systems.
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Figure 9 Example of circular logic dependencies between five systems
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Figure 10 Logical structure of circular dependencies shown on Figure 9
Second option of circular logic breaking without the introduced algorithm may be

demonstrated by the following example (Figure 11).
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Figure 11 Example of «floating» circular logic
Operation of Circulating Water System (D on Figure 12) is necessary for successful

operation of Service Water System (C) (first system provides water to suction line of the
second system). During plant normal operation, Circulating Water System is powered from
normal power supply buses (E). In case of plant blackout, operators are required to reconfigure
power supply to circulating water pumps from 6kV Essential Power Supply (B). In this case,
we receive circular logic (Service Water System, which receives water from Circulating
Water System, cools diesel-generators (A), which supply power to 6kV Essential Power Supply
System, which, in its turn, powers both service water pumps and circulating water pumps).

As far as this circular logic is attributed to only one initiating event (plant blackout), it is
possible to ignore dependency of Service Water System on Circulating Water System in case
of plant blackout (by introduction of appropriate house event in model of Service Water
System), and to place functioning of Circulating Water System directly in event tree of
initiating event «Plant Blackout» by adding appropriate heading1. This is the simplest
approach to account for «floating» (i.e., IE specific) circular logic.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Formal algorithm of circular logic breaking introduced in this paper enables the analyst
to transform circular logic structures to tree-type structure without losses, and thereby to
correctly model failures of complex objects (including nuclear power plant), which have
circular logical dependencies between their systems and components. Paper also presents
some approaches for minimizing the expansion of failure model when transforming it to tree-
type structure in order to save time and calculation recourses during analyses based on event
tree-fault tree methodology.

There is a hope that approaches introduced in this paper will be claimed by analysts involved
in development of logical (both probabilistic and deterministic) models of complex objects.

                                                
1  The remaining circular logic «Diesel Generating Station → 6kV Essential Power Supply System →

Service Water System may be broken in a way described above (in first example).
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